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Reading Around !

An online project about reading and artists’ books, with artists’ images, 
movies and free e-book.!

50 copies of each of the 60 artworks were laser-jet printed from the 
artwork files as they were received. The resulting 3,000 pages were made 
up into library and bookstore packs that were sent out to slip into random 
books at the venues around the world for people to take away when 
discovered.!

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/reading.htm!



Read Me Series!

Ahlrich van Ohlen, Germany!

Six pieces of artwork pages sent from Germany during March 2008: 
Read Me!, Read, Read me Once, Read me Twice, Read Exactly and Reading in 
the Snow !

for Reading Around !

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/reading.htm!



Il faudrait!
Sarah Jacobs, UK!
 !
Artist’s movie for Reading Around  www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/reading.htm!



Transit books  and video by Guy Begbie!

Made on World Book Day for ‘Reading Around’ !

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/reading.htm!



'On Reading in 3 Parts' by Tate Shaw (with special thanks to Wallace), USA!

Tate Shaw is a book artist living in Rochester, NY. He is Director of Visual Studies Workshop, New York, and co-publisher of Preacher's !

Biscuit Books: www.preachersbiscuitbooks.com!



One of the pages by EAK Press, UK. www.eakenterprises.org "



Read Exactly by Ahlrich van Ohlen. One of  seven pieces !

of mail art pages sent from Germany in March 2008. " Artwork inspired by: 'The Wind-up Bird Chronicle' by Haruki Murakami"
Louise Gilligan, UK. I love reading because it offers a view through to another!
side of thinking while fuelling my curious questioning and day dreaming habit."



.  

One example of the Reading Around PDF e-book, assembled and bound by Leslie Wilson-Rutterford.!

Leslie bound her downloaded copy using a Japanese stab bind, combined with a hardback cover, then collaged over the top with an image that ties the cover in with 
her artist’s page theme of hitching around the States!



Regenerator II: Altered books project!



Regenerator II: altered books project launch / open day at Bower Ashton Library, 5 February 2010"



! Abbotsford by Susan Bittker UK"
I had originally planned to make a pop-up of Sir Walter Scott’s Abbotsford House and its adjacent garden. But after making a field trip to 
Abbotsford, I realised that much of the charm and power of the house has to do with its series of three walled gardens and its lawns running down 
to the Tweed, with a vista of the hills beyond, and I couldn’t work out how to get these three walled gardens to fold down. I wasn’t able to fit this 
all into the footprint of the book, but decided it was okay to extend the model beyond the parameters of the book, as Scott had built Abbotsford 
House and extended the surrounding land incrementally over time, so that Abbotsford itself exceeded its own original footprint. !



! Sue Bovington, USE SAFETY MATCHES ONLY"
Original book title: 'Learn about… Tricks and Magic'!

I chose this book because it seemed small and insignificant 
amongst the many big, fat, important looking volumes that 
were on offer for this project. One early idea was to add 
some ‘magic’ pop-up pages to its structure, but I was 
persuaded against this by friends who had grown up loving 
these Ladybird books. They thought it should be cherished, 
made special, and most importantly that one should still be 
able read the book and see how to do the tricks illustrated. 
They were aghast at the prospect of the pages being cut up 
and reconfigured. "

Just as well I didn’t tell them my first thought, which was 
to play on the recurring phrase,‘USE SAFETY 
MATCHES ONLY’, set fire to it and return a half burned 
book, bag of ashes and empty box of matches! So what you 
see is option three. The book has been deconstructed and 
the pages re-configured into a leporello fold. It now resides 
in a giant matchbox, which also contains most of the items 
needed to perform the tricks.!



‘Our Planet Earth from the beginning to the end' by Tina Hill UK!

Original book title: Our Planet Earth from the beginning Josef Sadil, 1968 !

This book was and is about the geological formation of the earth. I have taken a ‘core’ from its pages to reveal another structure!

within. This new structure represents the strata of rocks, or ‘pages of time’ of which the earth is composed. The book ends with!

questions about the earth’s future, what will be written on future strata about mans destructive impact on Planet Earth? !

How many more strata or pages will be added to the book whose pages have taken over 4.5 billion years to produce? !



Excavating Babel is a large sculpture/installation composed of over 2,000 books rescued from the pulper, withdrawn from libraries and from the !

floor of the defunct Book Barn warehouse in Bristol. “Excavating Babel is also a monument to books in general and on a personal level, the!

important place they have played in my life.” Tina Hill, 2009. www.tinahillart.co.uk !



Claire Kennedy UK !

Untitled. Original book title: Laughter in the Next Room by Osbert Sitwell"



Angie Butler UK  Family Vespidae "
Original book title: 'Country Seasons' by Philip Clucas "



Kristine Steele UK"
Colony collapse disorder "
Original book title: Experiments for young botanists by C.T. Prime "



Aircraft Illustrated II by Éilis Kirby for EAK Press UK"
An EAK representative selected the magazines. Her choice was made mainly on aesthetic grounds but it was also due the appeal of the subject matter. !
The magazines deal with aircraft and flight at a time when it was still romantic and exciting and we humans were blissfully unaware of its detrimental effects on our 
environment. Flying was to be celebrated, it was pure and ‘uplifting’ (excuse the pun), it was the future and we were blissfully ignorant."

However, when she tried to decide how to alter, or ‘regenerate’, her selection, our representative found that she did not want to destroy them in any way. !
So, she kept putting them away untouched, not able to come to a decision. Finally, she realised  that it was the images that were important; they needed to be shown off 
in some way. So, she decided that the logical thing to do was to literally bring them off the page and back to life to be admired and enjoyed. !
This approach had the added benefit of allowing EAK Press to remove the bulk of the contents of the magazines to, rather selfishly, keep for future projects."

www.eakenterprises.org "





Librarians’ Books Exhibition Tour 2005 – 2006"
UWE Bristol, 21st June – 20th July 2005 "
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, USA, 30th July – 31st August "
Reference Library, Bristol Central Library, 23rd and 24th September "
Royal College of Art Library, 24th October – 25th November 2005 "
Library and Learning Resources, London College of Communication, 5th Dec 2005 – 23rd January 2006 "



! Hazel Grainger "
Present, Christmas 2004 !

! 2005, University of Westminster "

55 collections of wrapping paper from 
presents opened Christmas 2004. all 
pieces in each are visible as a  single ‘page’ 
arrangement. The names of the people 
present, and the locations are printed on 
the reverse. numerous pages, old 
wrapping papers, hand bound with ribbon 
ties.!



Maria White 'Lunch'  2005!

Tate Library and Archive, Tate Britain.!

 Every morning on my way to work I buy my !

lunch. Each volume consists of a month’s worth of !

till receipts. 8.4 x 21 cms, London 2005, unique!

volume from an ongoing edition No. of pages !
varies in each edition, bound till receipts. !



Éilis Kirby (EAK Press) 'Orbit' 2005!

Bristol Central Library!

A short introduction to new possibilities for travel beyond the limits of gravity.!

10.5 x 14.5 cms, Bristol, June 2005, edition of 22, 6 proof copies!



Tim Pate 'Stone' 2005 Tate Library!

and Archive, Tate Britain!

'Stone' chronicles the journey of a stone over one !

year (2004) and the correspondence between two !

People (Tim Pate, and Karen, finder of the  stone). !
Each place the stone was  photographed another !

stone as collected. The original stone is now in the !

possession of its owner.!



Bookmarks – infiltrating and escaping the library system!



Bookmarks VIII - Escaping the Library System !

25th September 2010 - 25th February 2011"

The Bookmarks projects series aim is to encourage appreciation of work in the format of the artist’s book.!

Participating artists each hand-produce an edition of 100 signed and numbered bookmarks to give away through distribution boxes at venues around the world. Each 
bookmark has the website address which brings visitors to the gallery of artworks online. Over the last six years the Bookmarks series of free artwork distribution has 

visited 60 library, gallery and bookstore venues around the world. Over 280 artists have contributed more than 28,000 bookmarks to the eight projects to date.!

Distribution is at 10 international venues each year. All bookmarks are archived online on the project’s homepage at:!

http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookmark.htm!

For Bookmarks VIII - Escaping the Library System, it was library staff making them rather than distributing them. Quite a few of our previous bookmarks makers have 
been librarians, so we thought we would ask library workers to infiltrate some non-library venues with their own bookmarks. Bookmarks VIII includes 36 librarian 

artists or artists’ groups contributing 3,600 bookmarks from the UK, Ireland, Canary Islands, The Netherlands, Canada, and the USA. All of the bookmarks are archived 
on the gallery section of our bookarts website.!



Doreen Barnaville, library at Cardiff School of Art & Design, UWIC."
For these bookmarks, raw linen has been folded and stitched using the stab stitching of Japanese bookbinding. The indigo vat was prepared, finely balanced and reduced - the 
oxygen removed from the liquid - thus allowing the indigo to fix on the cloth. When the fabric was lifted from the vat it was green; only on contact with the oxygen in the air 
did it turn the familiar indigo blue. The process was repeated several times to build the depth of colour. The stitches that held the cloth and resisted the dye were removed 
leaving the memory of the folds and stitches remaining in the fabric. I have been a member of the Guild of Weavers, Spinners and Dyers for many years. I spin yarn, dye 
(using natural and synthetic dyes) and weave tapestries. The main focus of my current work is the use of indigo dye with resist dyeing techniques (Shibori) on linen, to create 
wall pieces and sample books.  



Librarians’ buttons by Hazel Grainger"
Harrow Learning Resources Centre, University of Westminster, UK"

A reflection on the image of the librarian. 100 unique bookmarks, each presenting a"
librarian’s button along with their description of the clothing it belonged to. "

Mixed media (buttons donated by librarians), London, 2010. "



Mary V. Marsh USA 

Book - Analogue 

Mary V. Marsh USA"
Book - Analogue"



Bookmarks by Taz Chappell, Tate Library and Archive!



Danya Leebaw, Kristin Partlo, Heather Tompkins & Margaret Pezalla-Granlund "
Gould Library, Carleton College, Northfield, MN, USA.!

Collarborative bookmark between Gould Library Reference & Instruction librarians Danya Leebaw, Kristin Partlo, and Heather Tompkins and curator of 
library exhibitions, Margaret Pezalla-Granlund. As such, it reflects the spirit of collaboration, creativity, and play that characterises our library. "



! Helen Mason, Horniman Museum Library, UK"
Lovers' Lanes!

I love maps and I especially like the idea of stories and people 
represented in maps, so it seemed appropriate that they 
formed the basis of my bookmarks. Each design features a 
route plotted between two streets in London, representing a 
great literary romance."

My practice has always been craft-based and my methods 
tend to be unsophisticated, so that I can do everything by 
hand with minimal technological intervention. !

! !

! In this vein, all 100 bookmarks are hand-traced and drawn in pen.!



Alex Hardy"
Bower Ashton Library, Bristol."
Alex's text based works create word play using 
synonyms and homonyms harvested from 
various thesaurus sources. These slowly 
shifting definitions of words - chosen for their 
particularly loaded associations - play 
themselves out in multimedia installations, the 
written word, print and screensavers. Using a 
progressive abstraction of words and their 
meanings, the process keeps the artist one step 
removed from the creation of meaning. The 
simple style focuses the viewer's attention 
wholly on the words, giving few clues to any 
intended reading of them. "



Valerie Frey “Imagination takes flight at the Library” "
Mendocino County (California) Library Advisory Board, Friends of the Fort Bragg Library (California), Inc. Board of Directors, Fort Bragg 
(California) Branch Library Volunteer"

These bookmarks are paper planes folded from recycled pages of the 1999-2000 edition of  R.R. Bowker's American Library Directory. There are two 
planes for each of our fifty states.  “Imagination takes flight at the Library” is letterpress printed on the wings. Launched as a reminder that the world is 
an open book and we all have a page in it. Libraries are starting points, resting stations and repositories of the human essence. !



Jane Lilly, Bower Ashton Library, UWE Bristol, UK"
My first idea was to see if I could reproduce shopping lists for well-known people from the past, mainly by looking at cookery books and recipes reconstructed 
from their household accounts. But I got distracted! I searched the net to find lists of supplies used by vegetarians, Mormons, backpackers and so on, then 
added a list my Dad made in his wartime POW diaries while he was in Germany for some 3 years. The other one with a personal link is the Board of 
Guardians’ list published in the Bristol Mercury in 1836, because their address is given as Bower Ashton, where I work for UWE Libraries. The cheese they 
list as ‘half coward cheese’ is in fact Single Gloucester, which was a good cheese for keeping, like Cheddar.!



Sarah J Trigg, University of Bristol, Arts and Social Science Library, UK "
Withdrawn university library books and broken fragments, that have fallen to the floor or been found, left behind on shelves, are the raw material of this set of 'Price less' 
bookmarks. Pulped and made into paper, in these bookmarks you may find fragments of obscure texts, brittle paper, powdery leather, frayed Buckram, library labels… Two 
limited edition sets of 'Library Dust' bookmarks have been created - 'Price less' and 'Worth less'. The Priceless edition was distributed through 'Escaping the Library System 
2010-2011' and the Worthless collection can be purchased through www.triggereditions.com!



Artists’ Talks on Artists’ Books!

A one-day collaborative symposium at Winchester School of Art in 2007!

You can download texts or listen to podcasts by 6 speakers on making, working with, exhibiting artists’ books etc at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/
winarc07.htm !



A display of Winchester School of Art Library’s complete collection of the Liver & Lights Scriptorium books, !
curated by Linda Newington and Catherine Polley for the event. !



Sitting Room: An Exhibition of Artists’ Books "
Curated by Tom Sowden and Lucy May Schofield!



Liver & Lights No.38 Manifesto Zine, John Bently & Afterabbit, 2007"



Viewing Winchester’s collection of artists’ books and later, a performance by Afterabbit with John Bently!



Artists’ Books Partnership Programme  (ABPP)!



The specially designed exhibition cases for artists’ books at the AKI ArtEz Academy of Arts library, Enschede, The Netherlands!



Identity Books and Multiples "
The library, AKI, ArtEz, Enschede, The Netherlands "
17th May - 19th June 2008 "
For the Borders of Perception Workshop!



Cowles Library, Drake University, USA!

A series organised by Professor Eduardo!

García Villada of the Language!

Acquisition Program (DULAP at Drake !

University, and coordinated by Mireille !

Djenno of Cowles Library at Drake !
University. Bookmaking workshops, talks !

and displays. The purpose of Book Arts: !

Dialogues and Languages is to !

familiarise Drake University students !

with the collaborative process among !

writers, printmakers, and bookbinders !
that takes place in the production of !

fine print books. !

http://spanishatdrake.edublogs.org/bookarts/!



152 books for ‘The Secret Library of Solihull’ a showcase of work stretching the boundaries of book arts, March - May 2010!





Follow-Ed / After Hokusai  !

An exhibition of books produced by artists in the style of, or in tribute to Ed Ruscha’s seminal book works curated by Tom Sowden and Michalis Pichler. Launched as a 
two-venue exhibition of artists’ tribute books at Winchester School of Art Gallery, with their collection of Ed Ruscha’s works exhibited at the Hartley Gallery, University 
of Southampton - in collaboration with Linda Newington, 2nd February – 10th March then Arnolfini, Bristol and P74 Gallery Ljulbjana in April 2011, with further venues 
over 2011-2012.!

Twentysix Gasoline Stations, Michalis Pichler, 2009. Perfect bound 
book, 180 x 140 mm!
36 pp, offset-printed edition of 600 !

Fortynine Coach Seats, Tom Sowden, 2003. Perfect bound book, digital 
print, edition of 49, 180 x 140 mm!



Andrew Norris, Herd, (1993)"
Edition 20, 11x14cm, 9pp.  Hand drawn images of cows, "
bound in fake cowhide, boxed."
Collection: Tate Gallery Library !

Andrew Norris Cover me in Cowhide, 1988 - 2008"
Simultaneous 20th Anniversary retrospective exhibitions of Artists’ Books in the City Library of Zagreb, Croatia, and Bower 
Ashton Library, Bristol, England. "
8th September – 8th October 2008"



On March 5th 2007, a car bomb was exploded on Al-Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad. Al-
Mutanabbi Street is in a mixed Shia-Sunni area. More than 30 people were killed and more than 
100 were wounded. Al-Mutanabbi Street, the historic center of Baghdad bookselling, holds 
bookstores and outdoor bookstalls, cafes, stationery shops, and even tea and tobacco shops. It 
has been the heart and soul of the Baghdad literary and intellectual community.!

The Al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition has been organising events since March 2007, to protest and 
commemorate the bombing and to raise funds for Médecins Sans Frontières. !

The Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadside Project has completed its call to letterpress printers after 
reaching a goal of 130 broadsides from 130 individual printers. The broadsides are now touring 
Europe and the USA, where they will be auctioned to raise funds for Médecins Sans Frontières 
(MSF).  !



Broadside by David Kirby!



Art & Design student Nick Smart from Middlesex University."
Photograph Danny Flynn!



Broadside by Nick Smart!



Broadside by Danny Flynn!



Broadside by John Packer!



Broadside by reassemble – !
John Say and Sheena Vallely!



Broadside by Tom Sowden!



Broadside by Andrew Morrison! Broadside by Helen Ingham!



Broadside by (CoCoLlab) Angie Butler & Lilla Duignan 'Ode to Mutanabbi'"



Broadsides on display at the Undergraduate Library of Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan - Mar 4th - April 24th 2011!



Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides Tour 2011 - 2014 !

The al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition has been organising readings 
and other events since April 2007 to fundraise for Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF). All 130 broadsides created for the project can 
be viewed at the Florida Atlantic University/Jaffe Center for 
Book Arts site. Recent and upcoming exhibitions and events: "

“The Death and Life of Al-Mutanabbi Street” at The John 
Rylands Library, Deansgate, Manchester, UK. The broadsides 
are on display until 26th June 2011. Organised by Katie Donlon.!

! !

We are also looking for more host venues in libraries and 
galleries, please help us spread the word!!

John Rylands Library, Manchester 



! A Call to Book Artists 2010-2012 for An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street "
From Beau Beausoleil!

The Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadside Project has completed its call to letterpress printers after reaching a goal of 130 
broadsides from 130 individual printers. Now the Al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition is issuing a call to book artists to work on a 
project to “re-assemble” some of the “inventory” of the reading material that was lost in the car bombing of al-Mutanabbi 
Street. "

We are asking book artists to join our project and further enhance the work of the Coalition by honouring al-Mutanabbi 
Street, by creating work that holds both “memory and future,” exactly what was lost that day. "

We currently have 150 artists making 3 books each for the project, which is raising funds for Médecins Sans Frontières. !

The first book for An Inventory of Al-Mutanabbi Street by Fabio Sassi, Italy, December 2010!



How to find out more about what’s going on with artists’ books …!



Book Arts Newsletter!
Free download from!

http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/banlists.htm!



Artist Books 3.0 a networking 
site for artists’ books created by 
Robert Heather for information, 
events and discussions."

Join or browse at"
http://artistbooks.ning.com!



Libraries & Artist Books Discussion Group created by Robert Heather"
A group to post and discuss information about cataloguing artist books collections, databases etc.  http://artistbooks.ning.com/group/
librariesartistbooks!



Artist Book Collections and Exhibitions Discussion Group created by Robert Heather�
A group to post and discuss information about collecting and exhibiting artists' books.  
http://artistbooks.ning.com/group/artistbookcollectingandexhibiting



www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk!
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